We construct a smooth Lie group structure on the group of real analytic diffeomorphisms of a compact analytic manifold with corners. This generalises the known analogous results in the situation where the real analytic manifold has no corners. Additionally our approach uses a different construction.
Introduction
The prime example of an infinite-dimensional Lie group is the diffeomorphism group DiffpMq of a finite-dimensional manifold M. First we categorise different approaches how to construct a Lie group structure on DiffpMq. Then we recall the exact conditions for the existence of a Lie group structure on DiffpMq. It is well known that if M is a smooth compact manifold (with dimpMq ě 1), then there exists no structure of a Banach manifold on DiffpMq ( [18, p. 457] , [26] ). Hence one has to model DiffpMq over a more general topological vector space. It turns out that locally convex spaces are the right choice. Actually it is possible to model DiffpMq over the vector fields of M (in our notation ΓpT Mq) as an infinite-dimensional Lie group. But now the question arises what differential calculus, on a locally convex space, one should use to obtain a differentiable structure on DiffpMq. There are several approaches to differential calculus on locally convex spaces (for details we recommend [17] ). Among the most popular approaches is the convenient setting, invented by Frölicher, Kriegl and Michor (see [18] ). A map is called smooth in the convenient setting if it is smooth along smooth curves (see [18, Definition 3.11] ). Of course this differential calculus is inspired by the Boman-theorem (see [18, Theorem 3.4] and [4] ). The second popular approach is the differential calculus Known as Keller's C k c -theory (obviously the name is inspired by [17] ). In this approach a continuous map is called continuously differentiable if all directional derivatives df px, vq exist and the map px, vq Þ Ñ df px, vq is continuous. For details to this approach we recommend [25] , [16] and [9, Chapter 1] . Because Milnor used this differential calculus to turn the diffeomorphism group into a Lie group (see [25] ), Lie groups constructed with the Keller's C k c -theory differential calculus are sometimes called Milnor-Lie groups. One can show that the convenient differential calculus and Keller's C k c -theory are equivalent on Fréchet spaces (see [2, p. 270] and [18, Theorem 4.11] ) but beyond the Fréchet case this is false. For example a map that is smooth in the convenient sense need not be continuous (see [13, p. 1] ).
Having chosen a differential calculus, one has to choose a strategy how to turn DiffpMq into a Lie group. There are basically two different strategies. The first one (and most common one), is to turn the space of (C k respectively smooth respectively analytic) mappings from M to M (in our notation C k pM; Mq with k P tr, 8, ωu) into an infinitedimensional manifold. To this end one chooses a Riemannian metric on M and obtains a Riemannian exponential function exp. For small η P ΓpT Mq one can define the map Ψ η :" exp˝η. Now it turns out that in many cases it is possible to obtain a manifold structure on the mapping space C k pM; Mq by charts similar to Ψ : η Þ Ñ Ψ η . The second step in this strategy is to show that DiffpMq is an open submanifold of C k pM; Mq and that the group operations have the required differential property (e.g. C r , smooth or real analytic). In the following we call this strategy the "global approach"(in the table further down we cite articles that used this approach).
The second approach leads to the same Lie group structure on DiffpMq but its construction is very different. Again one chooses a Riemannian metric on M. With the help of the map Ψ : η Þ Ñ Ψ η one obtains a manifold structure on a subset of DiffpMq that contains the identity id M . Now one uses the theorem of local description of Lie groups to extend the manifold structure to DiffpMq and to turn it into a Lie group. In the following we call this strategy the "local approach". This approach first was used in [13] .
In the following table we cite different articles that constructed Lie group structures on diffeomorphism groups. We emphasize that this list is not comprehensive. The list just contains the cases that are of interest for this paper.
M
Global, Global, Local,
Keller-C [19] [8], [21] (We mention that in [28, Remark 5.22] it was stated, that the proof of [28] circumvents some problems which remained in [3] . Moreover in [19, p.1] it was stated that the proof of [22] has a gap.) The aim of our paper is to turn the diffeomorphism group DiffpMq of a finitedimensional compact real analytic manifold M with corners into a smooth Milnor Lie group. This generalises [19] and [8] . But as [19] and [8] use the global approach while we use the local approach, our paper gives also an alternative construction for [19] and [8] . In the following we want to describe our strategy in details.
Given a manifold with boundary one can use the double of the manifold to embed it into a manifold without boundary (see, for example, [20, Example 9 .32]). But this does not work in the case of a manifold with corners, because the boundary of a manifold with corners is not a manifold. If one works with a smooth manifold with corners one can use a partition of unity to construct a "strictly inner vector field" ( [24, p. 21] ). With the help of this vector field one obtains the analogous result (see [24, p. 21] and [6, Proposition 3.1] ). Obviously this approach does not work if one considers a real analytic manifold with corners. For technical reasons we want to show the following theorem in Section 1:
Theorem A. Given a compact real analytic finite-dimensional manifold with corners M we find an enveloping manifoldM of M. If there exist two enveloping manifoldsM 1 and M 2 of M, then we find an open neighbourhood U 1 of M inM 1 , an open neighbourhood U 2 of M inM 2 and a real analytic diffeomorphism ϕ : U 1 Ñ U 2 with ϕ| M " id M .
In this context an enveloping manifoldM of M is a real analytic manifold without boundary that contains M as a submanifold with corners. In [5, Proposition 1] Bruhat and Withney show that given a real analytic paracompact manifold M (without corners) there exists a complex analytic manifold M C that contains M as a real submanifold. The manifold M C is called complexification of M. We can transfer their proof without difficulties to show our Theorem 1.12. The proof of our Theorem 1.12 that is completely analogous to the one of Bruhat and Withney can be found in Appendix B. In addition, we show in Section 1 some technical properties of real analytic mappings concerning extensions to enveloping manifolds. The proofs are analogous to the case of extensions of real analytic mappings to complexifications for example as in [7, Chapter 2] .
The main result of our paper is the following:
Theorem B. Let M be a finite-dimensional compact real analytic manifold with corners such that there exists a boundary respecting Riemannian metric on a real analytic enveloping manifoldM. Then there exists a unique smooth Lie group structure on the group of real analytic diffeomorphisms Diff ω pMq modelled over Γ . But a map on Γ ω pT Mq that is real analytic in the convenient sense need not be real analytic in the conventional sense as in [25, p. 1028 ] (see also [8, p. 2] ). In [19] , Kriegl and Michor constructed a real analytic Lie group structure on Diff ω pMq for a compact manifold M without corners. But we emphasise that their Lie group structure is only real analytic in the convenient setting (cf. [8, Proposition 1.9] ). Because a real analytic structure induces a smooth structure, the Lie group structure of [19] Kriegl and Michor ([19] ) used the global approach to turn Diff ω pMq (with M compact and without boundary) into a smooth respectively real analytic Lie group. We instead want to use the local approach for our Theorem B (M has corners). The local approach was developed by Glöckner in [13] , and we follow the line of thought of [13] . But Glöckner considered smooth diffeomorphisms on a manifold without corners. Hence one obvious obstacle is that we can not use bump functions, because we work in the real analytic setting. Moreover because our manifold M has corners, we will have to model our structure on the space of stratified vector fields as in [24] : In [24] Michor turned the group of smooth diffeomorphisms of a non-compact manifold with corners into a smooth Lie group. Michor worked with the global approach and as mentioned above this leads to a very different construction.
We also mention [21] . In this paper Leslie used the global approach to turn the group of real analytic diffeomorphisms of a compact real analytic manifold without corners into a smooth Lie group. But as pointed out in [19, p.1] , his proof has a gap.
That we use the local approach ( [13] and [28] ), is resembled in the structure of the paper: In Section 2 we construct a manifold on a subset U of DiffpMq that contains the identity id M . The next step is to show the smoothness of the group operations. To this point we elaborate some important preparatory results in Section 3. In Section 4 we show the smoothness of the multiplication on U and in Section 5 the smoothness of the inversion. The smoothness of the conjugation is proved in Section 6. Our proof of the smoothness of the conjugation map follows closely the ideas of [13, Section 5]: First we show that the Lie group structure on Diff ω pMq is independent of the choice of the Riemannian metric (see [13] ). With help of this result, we then can show the smoothness of the conjugation map as in [13, Section 5 ] (see Lemma 6.4).
Enveloping manifold
At fist we want to show some basic facts about real analytic maps on manifolds with corners and enveloping manifolds. The primary aim of this section is to show that a real analytic manifold with corners can be embedded into a real analytic manifold without corners. As mentioned in the introduction we can not use a construction like the double of a manifold, because the boundary of a manifold with corners in not a manifold. m . Of course this definition of a manifold with corners is equivalent to the one where manifolds with corners are modelled over sets of the form r0, 8r kˆRm m´k with k ď m. Remark 1.1. We recall some common definitions and basic facts:
(a) Let U Ď R m be open and f : U Ñ R n be a map. The map f is called real analytic if we can find an open neighbourhood V Ď C m of U and a complex analytic function f˚: V Ñ C n with f˚| U " f . (b) Given a real analytic map f : R m Ě U Ñ R n and x P U we find a 0-neighbourhood
m . We call a map f : U Ñ R n real analytic if every x P U has a neighbourhoodŨ Ď R m such that there exists an real analytic mapf :Ũ Ñ R n withf | U " f . (e) A corner-atlas of an Hausdorff space M is a set of homeomorphism ϕ :
between open subsets U of M and V of r0, 8r m such that the changes of charts ψ˝ϕ´1 : ϕ´1pU ψ X U ϕ q Ñ V ψ are real analytic maps. The space M together with a maximal corner-atlas is called real analytic manifold with corners.
Proof. Let z P C X U. If z PC we are done. Hence we can assume z P BC. Because C is convex andC ‰ H we can calculate BC " CzC "CzC " BC.
Hence z P BC. Therefore every z-neighbourhood intersectsC. Thus U XC ‰ H. Proof. Given x P U we find ε x ą 0 and a real analytic mapf x :Ũ x Ñ R n defined oñ U x :" B 8 εx pxq such thatf x | U " f . Let x, y P U withŨ x XŨ y ‰ H. We choose z PŨ x XŨ y . Now we definez byz i :" z i if z i ě 0 andz i :"´z i if z i ă 0. Obviouslyz P r0, 8r m . We showz PŨ x XŨ y . If z i ě 0 we have |z i´xi | ă ε x . Now let z i ă 0. We have x i ě 0,
In the analogous way one showsz PŨ y . We conclude r0, 8r
m XŨ x XŨ y ‰ H. Using Lemma 1.2 we conclude C :"s0, 8r
m XŨ x XŨ y ‰ H. The set C is connected, because it is convex and we havef x | C " f | C "f y | C . Hence we getf x | UxXUy "f y | UxXUy . Now we defineŨ :"
The mapf is well-defined according to the upper consideration. Moreoverf is real analytic andf | U " f . Convention 1.4. Given a manifold M we write A M x for the set of charts around a point x P M. If N is a further manifold, f : M Ñ N a map and ψ P A N f pxq , we write f ϕ,ψ for the local representative of f in the charts ϕ and ψ.
In the following lemma we recall the well known Identity Theorem for real analytic maps. Lemma 1.5. Let M and N be a real analytic manifolds (without corners) and
Proof. We define
Because V ‰ H we get W ‰ H. Let px n q nPN be a sequence that converges against x P M such that x n P W . We have g 1 px n q Ñ g 1 pxq, g 2 px n q Ñ g 2 pxq and g 1 px n q " g 2 px n q hence g 1 pxq " g 2 pxq. Let ϕ : U ϕ Ñ V ϕ be a chart around x and ψ : U ψ Ñ V ψ a chart around g 1 pxq " g 2 pxq. Without lose of generality we assume x n P U ϕ and g 1 px n q " g 2 px n q P U ψ for all n. We get δ
Because g 1 and g 2 are real analytic we find an open 0-neighbourhood
2 pϕpxq`zq for all z P V . Hence there exists a x-neighbourhood on which g 1 and g 2 coincide.
Definition 1.6. Let M be a real analytic manifold with corners. A real analytic manifold without cornersM is called enveloping manifold for M if M ĎM, and for every x P M there exists a chartφ :Ũ ÑṼ ofM around x, such thatφpŨ X Mq "Ṽ X r0, 8r
is a chart of M. In other words: M is an equidimensional sub manifold of M with corners such that its sub manifold structure coincides with its original manifold structure. The chartφ is called enveloping chart of M. Lemma 1.7. Let M ‰ H be a real analytic manifold with corners andM an enveloping manifold of M. Moreover let N be a real analytic manifold without corners and
Proof. Let x P M and ϕ P AM x with ϕpM X U ϕ q " V ϕ X r0, 8r m such that ϕ|
is a chart of M. Let ψ be a chart of N around g 1 pxq " g 2 pxq. Without lose of generality we assume g 1 pU ϕ q, g 2 pU ϕ q Ď U ψ and we assume V ϕ to be connected. We get g ϕ,ψ 
In the following Lemma we show an existence result for extensions of real analytic maps on real analytic manifolds with corners. The proof follows the idea of [ Proof. Given x P M let ϕ 1 : U 1 Ñ V 1 be an enveloping chart of M around x and ϕ 2 : U 2 Ñ V 2 be an enveloping chart of N around f pxq with f pU 1 X Mq Ď U 2 X N.
are charts of M and N respectively. We find a real analytic map ψ : V 1 X r0, 8r m Ñ V 2 X r0, 8r m such that the diagram
Without lose of generality we can assume V x Ď V 1 and ψ x pV x q Ď V 2 , because ψ x pϕ 1 pxqq " ϕ 2 pf pxqq P V 2 . Now we define the open set U x :" ϕ´1 1 pV x q and the real analytic map g x : U x Ñ U 2 ĎÑ by g x :" ϕ´1 2˝ψ x˝ϕ1 . We have g x | UxXM " f | UxXM . With [7, Lemma 2.1 (a)] respectively Lemma 1. 8 we find an open cover pW j q jPJ of M such that given j 1 , j 2 P J with W j 1 X W j 2 ‰ H we find x P M with W j 1 Y W j 2 Ď U x . Every point x P M is contained in a set W i . We can substitute W i by the connected component of x in W i and hence we can assume all W i to be connected and intersecting M. For i P I we find
Because W i is connected, we get with Lemma 1.7 that g i " g x | W i . In the analogous way we get
Ť iPJ U i and the real analytic map g : U ÑÑ by g| W i :" g i . According to the upper consideration g is well-defined and real analytic.
In the following Lemma we show that a real analytic diffeomorphism of manifolds with corners has a diffeomorphic real analytic extension to open subsets of enveloping manifolds. Our proof is analogous to [7, Proof. Let X be the union of all connected components off´1pV q that intersect M.
Let Y be the union of all connected components ofg´1pXq that intersect N. As abovẽ
It is left to showf pXq Ď Y . With g˝f | X " id X we getf pXq Ďg´1pXq. If C is a connected component off´1pV q that intersect M, thenf pCq is a connected subset ofg´1 and intersects N. Hencẽ f pCq Ď Y . 
Proof. Given z P R m we define z`P r0, 8r m by pz`q i :" |z i |. Hence the map λ : R m Ñ r0, 8r m , z Þ Ñ z`is continuous and λ´1pUq is open in R m . Given x P U we find ε x ą 0 with B εx pxq X r0, 8r m Ď U and B εx pxq Ď λ´1pUq. The setŨ 1 :"
m . We find a sequence pz n q nPN inŨ 1 with lim nÑ8 z n " z. Hence z " λpzq " lim nÑ8 λpz n q. But withŨ Ď λ´1pUq we get λpz n q P U. Thus z P U . We concludeŨ 1 X r0, 8r" U . Now let
HenceŨ X r0, 8r m " U .
With the help of Lemma 
Local manifold structure
As mentioned in the introduction we use the "local approach" developed in [13] and transfer its line of thought to the case of a compact real analytic manifold M with corners. In this section we construct an open subset V of Γ ω st pT Mq that is small enough such that U :" texp˝η : η P Vu is a subset of Diff ω pMq. As in [13] we control simultaneously the uniform norm of the vector fields of V on a compact set and the norms of the first derivative. For the rest of the paper the manifolds with corners are modelled over spaces of the form R m k :" r0, 8r
kˆRm´k instead of quadrants r0, 8r m (see Section 1). Of course both definitions are equivalent. As in [24] we model the group of diffeomorphisms on stratified vector fields (Γ st pT Mq). In Appendix A we fix some notation and recall basic definitions and facts concerning manifolds with corners that are used in this paper.
Conventions and notations
For the following definition we referee to [27, Chapter 4; Definition 12 and Proposition 13]. Definition 2.1. Let M be a Riemannian manifold without boundary and N Ď M be a Riemannian submanifold without boundary. We call N totally geodetic if all geodetics of N are also geodetics of M. Convention 2.2. Let M be a m-dimensional compact real analytic manifold with corners andM be an enveloping manifold of M. Moreover let M C be a complexification ofM . We assume that there exists a Riemannian metric g onM such that the submanifolds B j M are totally geodetic for all j P t1, . . . , mu. We call such a metric boundary respecting. In this contextΩ Ď TM is a neighbourhood of the 0-section. Lemma 2.3. There exist finite many enveloping-chartsφ i :Ũ i,5 Ñ B 5 p0q with i " 1, . . . , n and induced M-charts ϕ i :
There exist an open subset Ui of M C , an open subset Vi of C m and a complex analytic diffeomorphism ϕi : Ui Ñ Vi such thatŨ i,5 Ď Ui , B i,5 p0q Ď Vi and ϕi is an extension ofφ i .
Convention 2.4.
• On R m respectively on C m we use the Euclidean norm.
• If f is a differentiable map on an open subset U of R m k respectively R m respectively C m then f 1 always means the first derivative as a map from U to LpR m q respectively LpC m q. We equip LpR m q respectively LpC m q with the operator norm.
m is a map, we write }f } U 8 :" sup t}f pxq} : x P Uu and }f } 8 :" }f } X 8 for the uniform norm.
• We write B r pxq for balls with radius r in R m and B r pxq C for balls with radius r in C m . Moreover we define B k r pxq :" B r pxq X R m k .
• We fix charts ϕ i ,φ i and ϕi like in Lemma 2.3. Moreover we definẽ U i,r :"φ´1pB r p0qq and U i,r :" ϕ´1pB
• Let g i be the Riemannian metric on B 5 p0q that is induced by g viaφ i and let exp i :Ω i Ñ B 5 p0q be the exponential map on B 5 p0q that is induced by g i .
Mq we can use the identity theorem to obtain an extension that is a real analytic vector fieldη of an neighbourhood of M inM . Analogously we write η˚for a complex analytic extension to a vector fields on an open neighbourhood of M in the enveloping complex analytic manifold • Given a compact connected set K in a topological space X, we call a sequence of open connected relative compact subsets pU n q nPN of X a connected filtration of K if U n Ě U n`1 Ě K for all n P N and pU n q nPN is a neighbourhood basis of K in X.
• If V is a vector bundle over a manifold M and K is a compact subset of M then write ΓpV|Kq for the space of germs of vector fields along K. If K is a compact subset of C m we write GpC; C|Kq, for the space of germs of complex analytic functions along K.
for all p P M and write Γ ω st pT Mq for the subspace of stratified sections.
for all x P B k r p0q and j " 1, . . . , k. With respect to the canonical identification this definition coincides with the one of (a). We write C ω pB k r p0q; R m q st for the subspace of stratified real analytic maps.
for all x P B k r p0q and j " 1, . . . , k. We write C ω pU; R m q st respectively HolpU; C m q st for the subspaces of stratified maps. Remark 2.6. A section η P Γ ω pT Mq is stratified if and only if for all i P t1, . . . , nu there exists R P r1, 5s such that η piq :
Topological considerations
In the following we recall the definition of a Silva space for the convenience of the reader. For more details see [14, p. 260] and [22] .
Definition 2.7.
A locally convex space is called a Silva space if it is the direct limit of Banach spaces in the category of locally convex spaces such that the transition maps are compact operators.
The facts from the following Lemma 2.8 about Silva spaces are a direct consequence of [14, Proposition 4.5] . See also [22] . Lemma 2.8. Let pE, ϕ i q be a Silva space over an inductive system pE i , T i,j q. Then the following holds:
(a) The space E is Hausdorff.
(b) The topology on E coincides with the inductive limit topology in the category of topological spaces. (c) Let pU i q iPN be a sequence of open sets U i Ď E i , such that pϕ i pU iis an ascending sequence of subsets of E. Then
Moreover a map f : U Ñ F into an other Hausdorff locally convex space F is smooth if f | Un : U n Ñ F is smooth for all n P N.
Remark 2.9. With Lemma 2.8 (b) we conclude that a closed subspace F of E is a Silva space over the inductive system pF i , T i,j | F i q with F i :" ϕ´1 i pF q.
As in the proof of [8, A.7] , we use in the following lemma the Cauchy integral formula to obtain an upper bound of the derivative of a complex analytic function. 
With the Lemma of Wallace we find ε ą 0 with V`B C ε p0q Ď U. Hence for all p P V we have B ε ppq Ď U. If v P C m with }v} " 1 we can use the Cauchy integral formula and get
Hence
Definition 2.11. Let K be a connected compact subset of C m and pU n q nPN a connected filtration of K. As in [8, Appendix A] we give GpC m ; C m |Kq the direct limit topology induced by the inductive system Hol
GpC m ; C m |Kq is the direct limit of the inductive system Hol
in the category of locally convex spaces.
In [8, A.10] it was shown that GpC m ; C m |Kq becomes a Silva space as the inductive limit lim Ý Ñ Hol 0 b pU n ; C m q. In the following we show that GpC m ; C m |Kq also becomes an Silva space as the inductive limit lim Ý Ñ Hol
Lemma 2.12. Let U and V be open subsets of C m such that V is relative compact and
m is connected and compact with a connected filtration pU n q nPN , then the space GpC m ; C m |Kq becomes a Silva space as the inductive limit
R st becomes an Silva space as the inductive limit lim Ý Ñ Hol 
where the second vertical arrow is the restriction to V . Because T 0 is compact and both vertical arrows are continuous linear, we get that T 1 is compact.
Definition 2.13. (a) We topologies the germs of vector fields around a compact set in the same way as Dahmen and Schmeding respectively Krigel and Michor (see [19] respectively [8] ). Hence we give Γ ω pTM|Mq the topology of a subspace of Γ ω pTM |Mq C " ΓpT M C |Kq. With help of the bijection Γ ω pT Mq Ñ Γ ω pTM |Mq, η Þ Ñ rηs we turn Γ ω pT Mq into a locally convex space. Therefore the closed subspace Γ ω st pT Mq becomes a locally convex space. Given R P r1, 5r we use [8, Lemma A.16] and see that
is a linear topological embedding with closed image. (b) Given r, ε ą 0 and k P N 0 we write
Lemma 2.14. If r Ps0, 5r, ε ą 0 and f : B LpC m q ε p0q of ϕ. If x P B k i r p0q and v P R m , we get with [9, Lemma 1.6.5] that ϕ1 1 pxqpvq " f 1 pxqpvq " ϕ2pxqpvq. Using the linearity over C we conclude ϕ1 1 pxq " ϕ2pxq for x P B k i r p0q. Hence ϕ1 1 " ϕ2. Therefore ϕ1 is an extension of f as needed.
Lemma 2.15. Given ε ą 0, r P r1, 5r and k P t0, 1u, the set B 
, because the right-hand side is an ascending union. Hence the set
pT Mq. Now we calculate with Lemma 2.14:
A local chart 
has open image and is a K-analytic diffeomorphism onto its image; • The set W :" Ť xPP 1 txuˆf px, U 1 q is open in K nˆKm and the map P 1ˆU 1 Ñ W, px, yq Þ Ñ px, f px, yqq is a K-analytic diffeomorphism with inverse function W Ñ B r 1 px 0 qˆB r 2 py 0 q, px, zq Þ Ñ px, f px, ‚q´1pzqq;
• There exists δ ą 0 such that for all x P P 1 we have B δ pf px, y 0Ď f px, U 1 q and Proof. (a)/(b): Let i P t1, ..., nu. Given x P B 5 p0q we use Lemma 2.17 to find r x ą 0 and ε x ą 0 such that B rx pxqˆB εx p0q ĎΩ i and exppy, ‚q : B εx p0q Ñ B 5 p0q has open image and is a real analytic diffeomorphism onto its image for all y P B rx pxq and B rx pxqˆB εx p0q Ñ B rx pxqˆR m is a real analytic diffeomorphism onto its image. We find finite many x 1 ,¨¨¨, x k P B 5 p0q such that B 4.5 p0q Ď Ť k j"1 B rx j px j q and set ε i exp :" min j ε x j ą 0. Now we set ε exp :" min i"1,...,n ε i exp . Given i P t1, ..., nu and y P B 4.5 p0q we find j such that y P B rx j px j q. Hence tyuˆB εexp p0q ĎΩ i and exp i py, ‚q : B εexp p0q Ñ B 5 p0q is a real analytic diffeomorphism onto its open image. Moreover the map B 4.5 p0qˆB εexp p0q Ñ B 4.5 p0qˆR m , px, yq Þ Ñ exp i px, yq is injective and a local diffeomorphism. Hence it has open image and is a real analytic diffeomorphism onto its image. Therefore we find ε exp as needed.
Remark 2.19. Using Remark 2.16 we make the following observation: For all i P t1, . . . , nu, x P B 4 p0q and w P B εexp p0q we have exppTφ´1 i px, wqq P U i,5 and exppTφ´1 i px, wqq "φ´1 i pexp i px, wqq. Definition 2.20. (a) Let r P r1, 4s. If η P B 0 r,εexp , then impηq ĎΩ, because px, η piq pxqq PΩ i for x P B k i r p0q. In this situation we define the real analytic map
4 p0q open and η P C ω pU; R m q st with }η} U 8 ă ε exp we define the real analytic map
Lemma 2.21. For r P r1, 4s and η P B 0 r,εexp we get ψ η pU i,r q ĎŨ i,5 and
Proof. Given p P U i,r we use Remark 2.19 and calculate
The following lemma is a stronger version of [13, Lemma 3.7] in the case of open sets with corners and with a variable radius an control of the norms.
Lemma 2.23. Given R Ps0, 5s, l Ps0, Rr and r Ps0, 1r, we find ε Ps0, ε exp s such that for all η P C ω pB k i R p0q; R m q st with }η} 1 l ă ε and i P t1, . . . , nu the following assertions hold:
Proof. Obviously it is enough to show the Lemma for a fixed i P t1, . . . , nu. Hence let i P t1, . . . , nu be fixed for the rest of the proof. As in [13 for all x P B l p0q and y P B ε p0q.
for all x P B k l p0q. Hence
for all x P B k l p0q. With Remark 2.22 we calculate
(b) Let x P B l p0q and y P B ε p0q. Then }px, yq} ď }x}`}y} ă l`ε ď 5`r 2 . Hence }Hpx, yq} " }Hpx, yq´Hp0, 0q} "
px, yq} ď r 2 .
Thus given x P B k l p0q we can calculate with (1)
As in [13, Lemma 3.7] we will use the following well known fact:
and l P t1, . . . , nu. Similar to [13, 4.10 ] one can show that given i, j P t1, . . . , nu we find ε i,j Ps0, ε 1 r such that ψ η is injective on
: Suppose the opposite. Then we find sequences
Because U i,1 and U j,1 are compact, we can assume without loose of generality that there exist p P U i,1 and q P U j,1 such that p k Ñ p and q k Ñ q. Hence η k pp k q Ñ 0 p and η k pq k q Ñ 0 q in T M. Therefore ψ η k pp k q Ñ p and ψ η k pq k q Ñ q. Thus p " q. There exists l P t1, . . . , nu such that p " q P U l,1 . Hence there exist k 0 and j 0 such that p k 0 , p j 0 P U l,1 . The map ψ η k 0 : U l,1 Ñ M is injective. But p k 0 ‰ q k 0 and ψ η k 0 pp k 0 q " ψ η k 0 pq k 0 q. This is a contradiction. Now ε :" mintε i,j : i, j P t1, . . . , nuu is as needed. Remark 2.27. Let j P t1, . . . , mu and v P T p B j M with r0, 1sv Ď ΩM and expM pr0, 1svq Ď B j M. Then v P Ω B j M : We consider the curve γ : r0, 1s Ñ B j M, t Þ Ñ expM ptvq. Because B j M is totally geodetic we see that γ is also a geodetic for B j M.
Lemma 2.28. There exists ε Ps0, ε exp r such that for all η P B 1 1,ε the map ψ η is injective and ψ η pB j Mq " B j M. Moreover if C is a connected component of B j M then ψ η pCq " C.
Proof. We use Lemma 2.25 and Definition 2.27 to choose ε ą 0 such that for all η P B 1 1,ε the map ψ η : M ÑM is injective and ψ η pp j C q P C for all j P t1, . . . , mu and all connected components C Ď B j M. Note that the strata of M have only finite many connected components, because M is compact. Now we show by induction over j from m to 0 that ψ η pB j Mq " B j M. The case j " m is clear. For the induction step we chose let C be a connected component of B j M and Z :" tx P C : p@t P r0, 1sqψ tη pxq P Cu. Because p j C P Z we get Z ‰ H. Now let p P C. We have r0, 1sη| C ppq Ď ΩM and expM ptη|Cppqq P C for all t P r0, 1s. We conclude η| C ppq P Ω B j M and exp B j M pη|Cppqq " expM pη| C ppqq P We can find an open x 0 -neighbourhood
Proof. Without loose of generality we can assume x 0 P BU :" U XBR m k , because otherwise we can use the standard inverse function theorem. Now letf :Ũ Ñ R m be a real analytic extension of f . Without loose of generality we can assumeŨ XR m k " U. We havef
Without loose of generality we can assume thatṼ is convex. We havẽ
On the other handf pŨ 
Proof. We simply use the ε defined in Lemma 2.28. Then ψ η is a real analytic diffeomorphism, because it is bijective and a local real analytic diffeomorphism.
The idea of the following Lemma 2.32 bases manly on [13, 4.12] . But because our manifold is compact we can find a single ε.
Proof. Let ε inj Ps0, ε exp r such that T pϕ i˝ϕ´1 j q`tϕ j ppquˆB ε inj p0q˘Ď tϕ i ppquˆB εexp p0q for all p P U 4,i X U 4,j and i, j P t1, . . . , nu. For i P t1, . . . , nu let A
i and w P A 1 j with exppvq " exppwq. We know that exp is injective on A j . But obviously v, w P A j by the choose of ε inj .
As we use the local approach the following definition corresponds to [13, 4.13] . Definition 2.33. We define ε U :" minpε dif f , ε inj q.
Moreover we define
Given α P U we find η P V with α " ψ η . We get η piq pxq P B ε inj p0q for all x P B k i 1 p0q. Hence ηppq P W p M for all p P U i,1 and all i " 1, .., n. Thus ηppq P W p M for all p P M.
Therefore αppq " ψ η ppq " exp | WpM pηppqq P exp | WpM pW p Mq and ηppq " exp |´1 WpM pαppqq. Hence the map Φ : U Ñ V, α Þ Ñ Φpαq with Φpαqppq " exp |´1 WpM pαppqq makes sense and is inverse to Ψ.
Preparation for results of smoothness
To show the smoothness of the group actions we need some further definitions and results. Especially we need results concerning extensions of real analytic maps on B . If we define a :" ThenŨ is an open subset of B r px 0 q andf :Ũ ÑṼ " B as pf pxqq is a homeomorphism. Becausef pzq " y P B as pf pxqq andf pxq " f pxq P B as pf pxqq we get z PŨ and x PŨ .
And sof
Moreover we getf
Using (4), (5) Remark 3.5. Let K P tR, Cu, U Ď K n and f : U Ñ K n be an injective map. Then
Proof. Let g :" f´id U : U Ñ K m . Then f pxq " x`gpxq for all x P U. Hence f´1pyq " y´gpf´1pyqq for all y P f pUq. And so f´1 " id f pU q´g˝f´1 . Therefore 
Definition 3.7. Given l, r like in Lemma 3.6 we write ε l,r for the ε constructed in Lemma 2.23 with R " 5 and r op instate of r.
The following Lemma 3.8 is the analogous statement to [13, 3.3] in the real analytic case.
Lemma 3.8. Given ε Ps0, ε exp s there exists δpεq Ps0, 1r such that:
(a) For x P B 4 p0q and i P t1, ..., nu, we have B δpεq pxq Ď exp i px, B ε p0qq; (b) The set D ε :" Ť xPB 4 p0q txuˆB δpεq pxq is open in B 5 p0qˆR m and
is real analytic for all i P t1, ..., nu.
Proof. (a) Now again let i P t1, . . . , nu and consider the map exp i : B 4,5 p0qˆB ε p0q Ñ B 5 p0q. Now we use Lemma 2.17. Given x P B 4,5 p0q, we find r x ą 0 and δ x ą 0 such that for all y P B rx pxq, we have B δx pyq " B δx pexp i py, 0qq Ď exp i py, B ε p0qq. We find finite many x 1 , . . . , x k P B 4,5 p0q with B 4 p0q Ď Ť k j"1 B rx j pxq and set δ i pεq :" min j δ x j . We define δpεq :" min i δ i pεq. Given i P t1, ..., nu and x P B 4 p0q we find j such that x P B rx j px j q. Hence B δpεq pxq Ď exp i px, B ε p0qq.
(b) For px 0 , y 0 q P D ε we get }y 0´x0 } ă δpεq. Let τ :" min´4´}x 0 },
Then 
p0q is connected. Proof. For every x P B C 4.7,r˚p 0q we find r x ą 0 and ε x ą 0 such that:
• for all y P B C rx pxq and i P t1, . . . , nu the map expi py, ‚q : B Hence it has open image and is a complex analytic diffeomorphism onto its image. Therefore we find ε expå s needed.
Lemma 3.14. Let r log˚: " r exp˚{ 2. For all ε Ps0, ε exp˚s there exists δ C pεq Ps0, 1r such that:
(a) For all x P B We choose finite many x 1 , . . . , x n P B ă minpr exp˚, r log˚q . For R P r0, 4s, k P t1, . . . , mu and n P N we define Ps0, ε exp˚s such that for all n P N, i P t1, . . . , nu and η P Hol we have }ψ
Proof. Obviously it is enough to show the Lemma for a fixed i P t1, . . . , nu. Hence let i P t1, . . . , nu be fixed for the rest of the proof. We define H : U exp˚ˆB
px, yq Þ Ñ expi px, yq´x´y and h : U exp˚ˆB C ε exp˚p 0q Ñ r0, 8r, px, yq Þ Ñ }H 1 px, yq} op . For all x P U exp˚w e get d 1 Hpx, 0; ‚q " 0 and d 2 Hpx, 0; ‚q " 0 and so H 1 px, 0q " dHpx, 0; ‚q " 0 in 
for all x P U k i 4,n . Hence
for all x P U k i 4,n . With Remark 2.22 we calculate
1`εq`ε ď r r`2¨´1`r 2¯`r 2 " r.
• Let x P U k i 4,n and y P B C ε C r 0 p0q. Then }px, yq} ď }x}`}y} ă 5`r 2 . Hence }Hpx, yq} " }Hpx, yq´Hp0, 0q} "
Thus given x P U k i 4,n we calculate with (6)
Lemma 3.17. Let R Ps0, 8r, r Ps0, 8r, r 0 Ps0, 1r, R 1 :" p1´r 0 qR´r 0 ą 0, r 1 :" p1´r 0 qr, R 2 :" R`r 0 and r 2 :" p1`r 0 qr. For all k P t1, . . . , mu and f P Hol 
Lemma 3.18. There exists ε B ą 0 such that for all i P t1, . . . , nu, j P t1, . . . , mu, all connected components
for all i P t1, . . . , nu, x P B 4 p0q and y P B ε B p0q. Given x P B j B k 5 p0q we define the subset J x Ď t1, . . . , mu such that x l " 0 if and only if l P J x . Moreover we write I x :" t1, . . . , mu zJ x and R m Ix :" xe i : i P I x y. Obviously we have
j M is totally geodetic there exist t 0 Ps0, 1r such that d x ϕ´1 i ptvq P Ω B j M for all t P r0, t 0 s. Hence for all t P r0, t 0 s we have exp , we get
with the quantitative inverse function theorem. Now the assertion follows from the injectivity of exp
Definition 3.19. We use the notation of Lemma 3.8 and define
for all i P t1, . . . , nu.
Remark 3.20. For all j P t1, . . . , mu, i P t1, . . . , nu and all connected components C in B j B k i 1 p0q we choose p i,j C . After shrinking ε U we assume without loose of generality ψ i η piq pp i,j C q P C for all i, j, C as above and η P B 0 1,ε U . Definition 3.21. Let i P t1, . . . , nu. We define the real analytic map α i : B 4 p0qˆB δ U p0q Ñ B ε U p0q, px, yq Þ Ñ log i px, x`yq and get α i px, 0q " 0 for all x P B 4 p0q. Hence d 1 α i px, 0q " dαp‚, 0qpxq " 0 in LpR m q for all x P B 4 p0q. Therefore B 3 p0qˆt0u Ď pd 1 α i q´1pt0uq. We find ν α ą 0 such that }d 1 α i px, yq} op ă
for all x P B 3 p0q, y P B να p0q and i P t1, . . . , nu. Let K α ě sup }d 2 α i px, yq} op : x P B 3 p0q, y P B να p0q ( for all i P t1, . . . , nu.
Smoothness of composition
In this section we show the smoothness of the composition in the local chart Φ.
and ε˛:" minpε U , ε 4,r˛ε C r C q. The corresponding result to the following lemma, in the case of a non compact smooth manifold without corners, is [13, 4.17] . 
(c) The vector field
makes sense and is real analytic and stratified. Moreover we have pη˛ζq piq pxq " η piq˛ζpiq pxq
for all x P B k i 3 p0q and p " ϕ´1 i pxq and
Proof. (a) Using Lemma 2.23 and Lemma 3.6 we get ψ ζ piq pB
and so }ψ
and }ψ
Now let x P B j B (11) and Lemma 3.18 we deduce
The maps ψ η and ψ ζ make sense, because r˛ă ε exp . With Lemma 2.21 we calculate
This calculation also shows (10) . (c) Let p P M and i P t1, . . . , nu with p P U i,1 . Let x :" ϕ i ppq P B k i 1 p0q and v :" T ϕ´1 i px, η piq˛ζpiq pxqq P T p M. Then v P Ω and because ε U ď ε inj we get v P W p M. Now we calculate exppvq " ϕ´1 i pexp i px, η piq˛ζpiq px" ϕ´1 i˝ψ i η piq˝ψ i ζ piq˝ϕ i ppq " ψ η˝ψζ ppq.
Hence the vector field η˛ζ makes sense. Now let x P B k i 3 p0q and p :" ϕ i pxq. We calculate
Obviously we have ψ η˛ζ " ψ η˝ψζ . The vector field η˛ζ is stratified, because its local representation is stratified.
(d) First we show
, 1q we calculate
For all x P B k i 3 p0q we have
We show }dpη piq˛ζpiq qpx; vq} ď ε U }v}:
}dpη piq˛ζpiq qpx; vq} " }dα i px, hpxq; v, dhpx, vqq} ď}d 1 α i px, hpxq; vq}`}d 2 α i px, hpxq; dhpx, vqq} ď p}d 1 α i px, hpxq; ‚q} op`} d 2 α i px, hpxq; ‚q} op¨} dhpx, ‚qq} op q¨}v}
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.16 and Lemma 3.17 with r 0 ă 1.
Bowling down [10, Proposition 4.23 ] to our situation we obtain the following Lemma. By applying [10, Proposition 11.4 ] to our situation we obtain the following Lemma. Proof. In this proof, all vector spaces except of C m are considered as R vector spaces. If k P N we write k 1 :" 2k`N 0 . After identification we have
and it is left to show the smoothness of
We consider the diagram
with Φprf s, rgsq "
we have to show the smoothness of
" rη˛ζs
pxq´xq. Therefore we show the smoothness of pHol
We write this map as the following composition: 
Smoothness of the inversion
In this section we proof the smoothness of the inversion in the local chart Φ.
Definition 5.1. We use the constants of Lemma 3.21. Let r ‹ :" min´1 4 , δ U ,
nd ε˚:" minpε U , ε 4,r‹ q. 
makes sense, is real analytic and stratified. Moreover we have ψ η ‹ " ψ´1 η and we calculate 
(c) We show that the map η ‹ : M Ñ T M, p Þ Ñ exp |´1 WpM pψ´1 η ppqq makes sense. Let p P M and i P t1, . . . , nu such that p P U i,1 . We define x :" ϕ i ppq and v :"
Hence η ‹ makes sense. Obviously ψ η ‹ " ψ´1 η . Now let x P B k i 2 p0q and p :" ϕ´1 i pxq. We calculate
This shows (12 Now the assertion follows from (14) .
Lemma 5.3. Let n P N. As before we define n 1 :" 2n`N 0 . There exists σ ą 0 such that for all x P U k i 3,n 1 and y P B Proof. We have expi px, 0q P U :
Proof. It is enough to show (b). With R " 3, r 0 ď p
we use Lemma 3.17 and get R 1 " 2 and r 1 ą
The following lemma is a consequence of [1] .
m be open and f : RˆU Ñ C m a map that is complex analytic in the second argument. In this situation the map f considered as a map between finite dimensional R-vector spaces is smooth if and only if the mapf : R Ñ pHolpU; C mR considered as a map between locally convex R-vector spaces is smooth.
We follow the idea of [13, Lemma 3.8] and use an argument from the convenient setting to show the following Lemma. 
We define the smooth function
For pt, x, yq P RˆU 
Proof. After identification we have
Consider the diagram
st we have to show the smoothness of
pxqq. Therefore we have to show the smoothness of Hol
But this follows from Lemma 5.7.
Existence and uniqueness of the Lie group structure
In this section we follow the strategy of [13, Section 5]: First we use the theorem about the local description of Lie groups to obtain a Lie group structure on a subgroup DiffpMq 0 of DiffpMq. Then we show that this structure dose not depend on the choice of the Riemannian metric (Lemma 6.2). With the help of this result we show the smoothness of the conjugation map (Lemma 6.4).
The following Lemma comes from [13, Proposition 1.20]:
Lemma 6.1 (Theorem about the local description of Lie groups). Given a group G and a subset U Ď G that is a smooth manifold, such that there exists a symmetric subset V Ď U that contains the identity and fulfils V¨V Ď U, we get from [13, Proposition 1.20] the following results: If the restriction of the inversion and the multiplication on V are smooth, then there exists a unique manifold structure on xV y such that • xV y is a Lie group;
• V is open in xV y;
• U and xV y induce the same manifold structure on V . Moreover if xV y is a normal subgroup of G and for all g P G the conjugation int g : xV y Ñ xV y, h Þ Ñ ghg´1 is smooth, then there exists a unique manifold structure on G such that
• G becomes a Lie group; Proof.
(a) Reconsidering the proof of Lemma 3.8 we can achieve that log i is also defined and real analytic on the bigger set Ť xPB 4.2 p0q txuˆB δ U pxq. Hence we consider the maps log i : ď xPB 4.2 p0q txuˆB δ U pxq Ñ B minpε U ,ε B q p0q, px, yq Þ Ñ exppx, ‚q´1pyq and
Reconsidering the Definition 3.21 we can achieve
for all x P B 4.1 p0q, y P B να p0q, i P t1, . . . , nu and
for all i P t1, . . . , nu. We find r ą 0 such that 4 ď p1´rq4.1´r. Now the assertion follows from Definition 5.1 and Lemma 5.2 with r instead of 4. (b) As in [13] we have ι´1pU 1 be an other Riemannian metric with the same properties as g. In the following all objects induced by g 1 are written with an extra " 1 ". We choose ε ą 0 with 4.1 p0qq. Reconsidering Lemma 3.14 (b) we can achieve that the map logi is defined and complex analytic on the bigger set Ť But because the topology of ΓpT M C |Mq dose not depend on the choice of the atlas the map η Þ Ñ pr η˚q ϕi 1 is continuous.
The following Lemma and its proof are completely analogous to [13, 5.5,5.6,5.8] . For convenience of reader we recall Glöckners arguments:
Lemma 6.4. The subgroup DiffpMq 0 of DiffpMq is normal and for f P DiffpMq the conjugation int f : DiffpMq 0 Ñ DiffpMq 0 , h Þ Ñ f˝h˝f´1 is smooth.
Proof. Let f P DiffpMq. Then also the pullback metric g 1 from g over f induces a Riemannian exponential function exp 1 : Ω 1 Ñ M, with Ω 1 " T f pΩq and exp 1 " fe xp˝T f´1| Ω 1 . Hence for η P V Hence int f˝Ψη " Ψ 1 P f η P DiffpMq 0 for all η P W . Therefore int f pΨpWĎ DiffpMq 0 . And so int f pDiffpMq 0 q " int f pă ΨpW q ąq Ď DiffpMq 0 . Moreover we have int f | ΨpW q " Ψ 1˝P f˝Φ | ΨpW q . Hence int f is smooth. Now we get the main result of this paper. As in the case of [13] we just have to use Lemma 6.1 and the results above. 
A. Basic definitions and results for manifolds with corners
In this section we fix some notation and recall well known basic definitions and results about manifolds with corners for the convenience of the reader. For more details we recommend [23] .
Definition A.1. We define R m l :" r0, 8r lˆRm´l . Given J Ď 1, ..., l we define pr J : R m Ñ R #J , v Þ Ñ pv j q jPJ . Moreover we write X J :" pr J pXq for X Ď R m and v J :" pr J pvq for v P R m .
Definition A.2. We say a point x P R m l has index k ď l, if exactly k of the first l components of x equal 0. This means that the maximal index-set J Ď t1, ..., lu such that pr J pxq " 0 has the cardinality #J " k. Proof. Without lose of generality we assume U ψ Ď U ϕ . Let l be the index of ψppq. First we show k ď l. Suppose l ă k. Let J Ď t1, ..., i 1 u be the maximal index-set with pϕppqq J " 0 and analogously I Ď t1, ..., i 2 u be the set of components of ψppq that equal 0, we define the m´l-dimensional subspace E :" pr´1 I pt0uq " Ş iPI tx P R m : x i " 0u of R m .
We find an open ψppq-neighbourhood V Ď E with V Ď V ψ . The map η :" ϕψ´1 | V : V Ñ V ϕ is an immersion, because ψ˝ϕ´1˝η " id V . Therefore F :" dηpψppq, ‚qpE q is a m´l-dimensional subspace of R m . The subspace F must contain a vector such that one of its J components is not equal to 0, because otherwise F would be contained in the m´k-dimensional subspace pr´1 J pt0uq and this would contradict m´l ą m´k. Let j P J such that v j ‰ 0. Without lose of generality we can assume v j ă 0. We choose a smooth curve γ : s´ǫ, ǫrÑ E with γp0q " ψppq, impγq Ď V and dηpψppq, γ 1 p0qq " v. Let f :" η˝γ : s´ǫ, ǫrÑ V ϕ . Then impf q Ď V ϕ Ď R m i 1 and so imppr j˝f q Ď r0, 8r, because j ď i 1 . But pr j˝f p0q " pr j pϕppqq " 0 and ppr j˝f q 1 p0q " v j ă 0. Hence we find t Ps0, ǫr with pr j˝f ptq ă 0. Hence k ď l. In the analogous way one shows l ď k. Hence k " l.
Definition A.4. Let M be a manifold with corners. We say a point p P M has index j P t0, ..., mu if we find a chart ϕ : U ϕ Ñ V ϕ Ď R m i around p such that ϕppq has index j. Because of Lemma A.3 this definition is independent of the choice of the chart ϕ. We write indppq :" j and define the j-stratum B j M :" tx P M : indpxq " ju. We call the 0-stratum B 0 M the interior of M.
Lemma A.5. Given an m-dimensional manifold with corners M and j P t0, ..., mu the j-stratum B j is a m´j-dimensional submanifold without boundary of M. Obviously we have M " Ť jPt0,...,mu B j M.
Proof. To be a submanifold, is a local property and locally B j M looks like B j R m k for a k ě j. Definition A.6. Let M be a manifold with corners, p P M and v P T p M. We call v an inner tangent vector, if we find a smooth curve η : r0, ǫrÑ M with ηp0q " p and η 1 p0q " v. B. Proof of Theorem 1.12
As mentioned in section 1 we can use our Lemma 1.11 to proof Theorem 1.12. The proof is completely analogous to [5, Proposition 1] .
Proof. First we show the uniqueness result. Using Lemma 1.9 we find a neighbourhood U of M inM 1 and a real analytic mapf : U ÑM 2 withf | M " id M . For the same reason we find a neighbourhood V of M inM 2 and a real analytic mapg : V ÑM 1 withg| M " id M . With Lemma 1.10 we find a neighbourhood U 1 of M inM 1 , and a neighbourhood U 2 of M inM 2 such thatf pU 1 q " U 2 andf |
